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after the victory in the civil war by his determined effort "at permanently silencing
independent views" (p. 164). Yet because of the circumstances, Lih nevertheless concludes
that to do otherwise was "equivalent to suicide" (p. 171 ).
Finally and not surprisingly, Lib belongs to the discontinuity side of the debate
concerning Stalin's ties to Lenin. To be sure, it was a big step from Lenin's targeted u se of
force and coercion to Stalin 's mass murders. But V ladimir Ilich stated clearly that a
"revolutionary Marxist should never resort to 'hackneyed, philistine, petty-bourgeois
moralizing' about violence" (p. 94), and he established what can only be called a fatal
direction for Soviet state policy. So Stalin's succession and subsequent crimes, while by no
means inevitable, were also no accident.
In summary, this is a compelling and scholarly work of advocacy, and as such it is
somewhat one-sided. What is undeniable is that in Lars Lib Lenin has a true champion.
N.G.O. Pereira, Dalhousie University

Stela Manova. Understanding Morphological Rules. Studies in Morphology, I . New
York: Springer, 2011. xx, 239 pp. Appendices. Tables. $139.00, cloth.
In this monograph Stela Manova discusses word-formation processes ("techniques" in her
terminology) based on data from several Slavic languages: Bulgarian, Russian, and
Serbian/Croatian. Manova presents theoretical support and a wealth of data to argue that
conversion and subtraction operate similarly to other morphological techniques; that is to
say, they operate in both derivation and inflection, have prototypical and non-prototypical
instances, can be applied to different bases (words, stems, and roots) and compete with
other, more iconic, morphological processes. While some of her examples could be
disputed, she presents ample data and discussion to support her claims. This work w ill be of
use to morphologists, Slavic linguists, and anyone interested in word formation.
In chapter I, Manova reviews the basic morphological and phonological facts of
Bulgarian, Russian, and Serbian/Croatian, including the template of the Slavic word and
thematic markers (e.g., -a- in the Bulgarian aoristpodpisv-a-m 'I sign,' podpisv-a-sh 'youSG sign,' etc. [p. 32]). In chapter 2, she provides a short overview of Natural Morphology,
word formation techniques (addition, substitution, modification, conversion, and
subtraction), Prototype Theory, and the inflection/derivation continuum. This background
is important for her discussion ofdata in later chapters. She utilizes Prototype Theory and
the derivation/inflection continuum to distinguish different types of conversion and
subtraction and uses the Natural Morphology framework, when needed, as an explanation
for the (lack of) productivity of conversion and subtraction.
In chapters 3 and 4, Manova deals with conversion and subtraction. For each process
she presents examples (as well as examples of similar phenomena that differ in crucial
ways) and classifies each one based on three criteria: stem type, prototypicality, and
derivational/intlectional status. In chapter 5, she discusses the typological and languagespecific adequacy of each process. In chapter 6, she summarizes her conclusions. The book
also contains nine appendices and fifteen tables. The appendices provide inflectional
paradigms. The tables vary in their content; most useful are the summaries of word
formation processes in the languages covered, organized by their traits.
Manova's definition of conversion may at first surprise the reader because it allows for
change in inflectional material. "Prototypical" conversion, such as English clean-ADJ and
clean-VERB, involves a change of lexical category without any change of form. The
important issue here is that in English bare stems such as clean surface as word forms,
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while in Russian (and Slavic languages more generally) they do not. Because examples
such as Russian chist-yi 'clean-ADJ' and chist-i-t' 'clean-VERB' have different inflectional
endings, it is not immediately obvious that the Russian language employs conversion for
word-formation. However, Manova argues that the stem, not the word form, is what
undergoes conversion, after which inflectional material is added as needed. Russian chist-it' is thus derived by conversion from chist-yi; the process changes lexical category without
changing stem shape. Ultimately, the Slavic examples, of which Manova provides many,
constitute evidence for the status of conversion as a widespread and regular, though less
iconic, morphological process. This result has implications for morphological theory.
Morphemic theories have often assumed that processes such as conversion, which lack oneto-one mapping between form and meaning, are marginal to the morphological system.
Manova's treatment of conversion as a regular process challenges this assumption and
suggests that morphological theories must account for conversion in a meaningful way.
Manova also explores the anti-iconic process of subtraction (Russian shir-e 'wider'
from shirok-ii 'wide'). In morphological theory, the existence of subtraction is not
uniformly accepted. Arguments against subtraction often reclassify the data as operating in
the opposite direction (i.e., as addition), or as truncation. It is therefore notable that Manova
presents examples that I found convincing, including the subtraction of -ok in
Serbian/Croatian and Russian comparatives. (Note that in this analysis we must accept that
-ok is part of the adjectival base, not part of its inflection, which is reasonable.) Manova
establishes the directionality ofthe process based on semantic dependency; the comparative
is semantically dependent on the adjectival base. Moreover, the deleted material is the same
morph across examples, suggesting that it is not truncation. Manova's examples thus
indicate that morphological theory must accept subtraction as a regular, albeit rare, process.
However, other examples are less convincing and leave the reader discontented with her
analysis. For instance, it is unclear why Manova considers the -i- in Bulgarian bed-stv-i-e
'calamity, disaster' to be a derivational suffix. This undiscussed claim is crucial to her
argument that bed-stv-a-m 'I live in poverty' is derived via subtraction (pp. 158- 159).
Regardless ofwhether the reader agrees with all ofManova's analyses, the work and
its implications are thought-provoking. She convincingly shows that the processes of
conversion and subtraction exhibit similar traits to more iconic morphological processes
such as addition and therefore must be accounted for by any morphological theory.
Jeff Parker, The Ohio State University
Eva Maurer, Julia Richers, Monica Ruthers and Carmen Scheide, eds. Soviet Space
Culture: Cosmic Enthusiasm in Socialist Societies. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 201 1.
xv, 323 pp. Illustrations. Bibliography. Index. $85.00, cloth.
Soviet Space Culture: Cosmic Enthusiasm in Socialist Societies is an edited collection
consisting largely of contributions presented at the conference Cosmic Enthusiasm: The
Cultural Impact ofSoviet Space Exploration Since the 1950s. Held in Basel, Switzerland in
January 2009, this conference aimed to explore the links and connections between space,
politics, and culture in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The resulting volume
joins the flurry ofrecent additions to the historiography ofspace culture in Russia and the
Soviet Union including James T. Andrews's Red Cosmos (Texas A&M University Press,
2009), AssifSiddiqi's Red Rockets ' Glare (Cambridge University Press, 2010), and the
edited collection Into the Cosmos: Space Exploration and Soviet Culture (University of
Pittsburgh Press, 2011). The 21 chapters of Soviet Space Culture incorporate numerous

